
The Chaplin Keaton Lloyd Alley 

  

Naming this alley after Chaplin, Keaton, and Lloyd will honor their vast cinematic legacy, 

generate tremendous publicity and goodwill, and create an internationally admired 

Hollywood tourist attraction. Informed fans from across the country and around the world 

already pay tribute to this historic site (see dozens of reviews on Google Maps). 

 

 

Charlie Chaplin 

The Kid (1921) 

Three of the greatest comedies of all time, Charlie Chaplin’s The Kid (1921), Buster Keaton’s 

Cops (1922), and Harold Lloyd’s Safety Last! (1923), were filmed at a nameless alley south of 

Hollywood Boulevard. With each movie inducted into the National Film Registry of the Library 

of Congress as a work of enduring importance to American culture, the alley represents a six-

way constellation of stars and iconic films absolutely unique in Hollywood history. 

Buster Keaton 

Cops (1922) 

Harold Lloyd  

Safety Last! (1923) 

https://goo.gl/maps/HHCohE1FkWwcN1388


   

Harold Lloyd sneaks into work in Safety Last! 

(1923) 

Charlie Chaplin discovers an abandoned infant in The Kid 

(1921) 

Buster Keaton prepares to grab a passing car in Cops 

(1922) 



Read more: https://silentlocations.com/chaplin-keaton-lloyd-alley/ 
https://goo.gl/maps/HHCohE1FkWwcN1388 

 
 

 

From its opening title “A picture with a smile – and 

perhaps, a tear,” Charlie Chaplin’s highly personal 

masterpiece The Kid blends sentiment and comedy 

with echoes from his impoverished London 

childhood. Young Jackie Coogan became a star 

portraying the kid Chaplin cares for during the film. 

You can still visit where Charlie and Jackie filmed 

scenes together on Olvera Street downtown.  

 

Dubbed “The Great Stone Face,” Buster Keaton was also a 

great comedian, stuntman, and director. Catapulting over 

fences and grabbing passing cars one-handed, Keaton 

flees an army of angry police across early Hollywood 

during his meticulously constructed short film Cops. 

Popular and prolific, bespectacled Harold Lloyd sold 

more movie tickets during the 1920s than any 

other comedian. Staged without computer-

generated effects, his climb up a skyscraper in 

Safety Last! continues to thrill audiences today. 

This image of Harold hanging from a clock remains 

one of the most celebrated in all of movie history.  

The Kid, Cops, and Safety Last! are all in the public domain. 

https://silentlocations.com/chaplin-keaton-lloyd-alley/
https://goo.gl/maps/HHCohE1FkWwcN1388

